Welcome

Pledge

Overview and Procedures---SAC meetings are usually working board meetings. While parents are welcome to be a part of the audience, unless prearranged within the agenda or approved by the SAC Board, the audience remains just that, an observing party to the board meeting. No questions will be allowed to be asked by the audience as they are an observing party. Attendance at the SAC meeting meets the monthly PTA meeting criteria. Parents are not allowed to leave early. If a parent leaves prior to the meeting being officially adjourned, they will not receive credit for attendance.

1. Introduction of board Members
2. October, November and December Minutes- Vote
3. Way of work for tonight- Administration
4. Open Agenda from Board
5. While we are closing the meeting, we expect parents to stay for the Listen and Learn Session since that is what the SAC meeting is all about—Board chair
6. Listen and Learn Session with District representatives.